2024 NJHFR Grand Entries

NATIONAL FLAG PRESENTATIONS AND INTRODUCTIONS WILL BE HELD PRIOR TO EACH RODEO PERFORMANCE.

FLAGS PRESENTED WILL BE:
- NHSRA
- Junior High Division
- Country Flags (4)
- All Sponsor Flags
- National Student Officer Introductions

Draw has been conducted from all States/Provinces to provide contestants to carry flags. Each state, province and country needs to send (6) six flag carriers assigned each day according to the attached draw.

THE BELOW PERFORMANCES WILL FEATURE ONE CONTESTANT FROM EACH STATE/PROVINCE TO CARRY THEIR FLAG DURING GRAND ENTRY:
- Sunday PM [performance #1]
- Wednesday PM [performance #7]

SPECIAL GRAND ENTRIES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
- SUNDAY PM [PERFORMANCE #1]: SPECIAL OPENING CEREMONIES GRAND ENTRY
- Tuesday PM [perf #5]: “Memorial Tribute Night”
- Wednesday PM [perf #7]: “Honoring Men & Women in Uniform Night”
- Thursday PM [perf #9]: “Breast Cancer Awareness”

PLEASE NOTE: There will be Opening Ceremonies Grand Entry Practice on Saturday, June 22\textsuperscript{rd} at 3:30pm in the Jacobson Arena. Please bring riders, horses, state flag and horse holders.

See Flag Draw Document that lists which days your state is scheduled to carry flags.